Background
Mutations associated with diseases are usually considered to be detrimental to health, increasing the risk of disease. However there are a growing number of reported missense rare mutations shown to be protective, lowering the risk of certain diseases and conditions [1, 2] . These are beginning to present valuable therapeutic opportunities [3] . If such a mutation gives rise to a selective advantage, and given enough time, we may expect it to rise in allele frequency to become a common variant in the population. Indeed a well documented example of such a common variant exists, the S447X variant of the lipoprotein lipase (LPL). One phenotypic benefit of this derived allele is its significantly lower risk of cardiovascular diseases and hypertension [4] . Furthermore recently this variant has been utilized therapeutically for the rare condition LPL-deficiency; using a gene therapy approach the derived variant was successfully administered first in mice [5, 6] and now in humans as alipogene tiparvovec [7] .
In the light of this development, we sought to identify other common protective variants (CPVs) from nonsynonymous (nsSNPs) that have the potential to lead to a translational opportunity. The number of common variants associated with disease continues to grow owing to the endeavour of genome wide association studies (GWAS). The first ever GWAS was carried out for age-related macular degeneration (AMD) [8] and more recently a collaborative GWAS has identified a total of 19 AMD susceptibility loci [9] . These findings led us to begin our search for CPVs in the context of AMD. To ascertain whether a nsSNP is protective (i.e. the respective derived allele is protective) we need to deduce which allele is derived and which is ancestral. For SNPs with a very low minor allele frequency (< 1%), in a majority of the cases it can be quite safely assumed that the rare allele is the derived allele. However for common variants the assumption that the rare allele is the derived allele can be erroneous. Indeed if a derived allele provided a protective function and gives individuals' a selective advantage one might expect positive selection to sweep it to become the most common allele in the population. Thus for all common variants we must deduce which allele is derived and which is ancestral using the genome alignments with primate species.
The identification of such protective derived variants is of importance to drug development as they represent naturally occurring therapeutic opportunities. There is a high failure rate in pharmaceutical research and development, with less than 5% of molecules entering Phase I clinical trials actually being approved as safe and effective [10] , and around a quarter of those reaching Phase II trials failing due to toxicity [10] . The fact that a protective variant has existed in a part of the human population without adverse effects gives confidence that a therapeutic approach targeting them is less likely to fail in clinical trials.
An understanding of the protein function of a therapeutic candidate is an important factor in helping prioritize and direct further research and ultimately in selecting the most promising targets for a drug development programme [10] . Even before the function and mechanism of action of a protein are characterised through carefully constructed in vitro and/or in vivo molecular biology studies, it is possible to assemble some knowledge of a variant's function using bioinformatics approaches. Specifically, if a protective variant's function gives a selective advantage compared to the ancestral variant then we can use approaches to detect evidence of positive natural selection [11] . Accordingly, we undertook an analysis to establish which of the identified nsSNPs show evidence of positive selection, using this as indirect evidence of the protective variant having a beneficial effect on phenotype through a change in protein function.
A change in protein function can be construed to have arisen from either a gain-of-function or a loss-of-function mutation, thus leading to different translational opportunities. A protective gain-of-function mutation may be harnessed through utilizing the derived allele in a genetherapy approach, such as in the S447X example described above. A protective loss-of-function mutation may be harnessed by therapies that inhibit the function of the ancestral gene [12] . We therefore performed a further bioinformatics analysis to assess whether the identified CPVs were derived through a loss or a gainof-function mutation.
Methods

Principal logic
Our work is based on the reasoning that every biallelic SNP is composed of an ancestral allele and a derived allele. If a SNP is associated with a disease then there are two possible situations: (1) either its derived allele is associated with increased risk (being more frequent in cases than controls), or (2) its derived allele is associated with decreased risk (being more frequent in controls than cases). In the latter case, if the SNP is functionally linked to the disease (and is not just a proxy) then it may be termed a protective variant. In this study we sought to identify such protective alleles; to increase the likelihood of it being functional we limited our search to non-synonymous SNPs. We do not confirm the functional impact of these variants, and hence we cannot conclude that they are truly protective. Our study therefore identifies SNPs that they are "potentially" protective and thus we term them as candidate protective variants (CPVs).
The resulting list of CPVs is then subjected to various bioinformatic analyses to initiate the collection of evidence supporting their protective function and thus paving the way for the experimental characterization necessary to confirm whether they are truly protective.
Ascertaining the ancestral and derived allele of SNPs
This ancestral allele information was inferred from whole genome alignments of 6 primate species (H. sapiens, P. troglodytes, G. gorilla, P. pygmaeus, M. mulatta and C. jacchus) released in Ensembl Compara 59 which implemented the Enredo-Pecan-Ortheus (EPO) alignment method [13] . We accessed this information from phase 1 of the 1000 Genomes project [14] by applying the tabix command from the SAM tools package [15] to the relevant chromosome variant call format (VCF) files.
Identifying CPVs from previously reported AMD genetic associations
To identify CPVs from nsSNPs for AMD we began with the 19 signals reported in the most recent comprehensive meta-analysis [9] . For each signal we used the UCSC genome browser to search nearby genes for nsSNPs associated with AMD [using genome assembly GRCh37/hg19] [16] . Furthermore we only included those nsSNPs which have been validated by meta-analysis.
Identifying CPVs from the GWAS catalog
To identify CPVs from the raw GWAS catalog we applied seven stages of filtering. Stage 1 involved selecting those associations labelled as missense. Stage 2 involved removing all associations in which the reported risk allele was missing (denoted by a "?" in the catalog). Stage 3 kept only those associations that have an ancestral allele with a high-confidence call. Stage 4 kept only those in which this ancestral allele matches the risk allele i.e. those which have a derived allele that is protective. Stage 5 kept only those associations in which an odds ratio was reported as opposed to a beta regression value (filtering out studies related to continuous traits such as height and heart rate, rather than binomial disease status). For stage 6 we manually scrutinized those studies in which associated genes were oriented on the negative strand, for such genes some studies report the risk allele as the allele on the positive strand whereas others report the coding allele on the negative strand. We removed those associations if it was not clear from the manuscript whether the risk allele referred to the positive or negative strand (note that the reported ancestral allele always refers to the allele on the positive strand). The seventh and final stage involved removing any duplicated associations, i.e. those reported in the catalog by more than one GWAS. The respective numbers of associations remaining after each of the above filter stages are presented in Additional file 1: Table S1 .
Measuring selection by calculating integrated haplotype score (iHS)
For each CPV we estimated its integrated haplotype score (iHS) using the rehh package [17] . This was standardized using the iHS distribution of randomly selected SNPs whose derived allele frequency matches that (within 2.5%) of the nsSNP. A negative iHS score indicates that the derived allele has undergone recent positive selection [11] and thus supports the derived allele having a function beneficial for an individual's fitness. For this calculation we considered only common SNPs (maf > 0.01) from the chromosomal region that flank either side of the nsSNP by 100 kb. All SNP data was taken from the 1000 Genomes Project, and by combining all racial groups as a representative sample (n = 1092) of the human population.
We sought to increase the confidence of the iHS score by, instead of taking a single iHS value for the single nsSNP, calculating a mean iHS from a set of SNPs that will also be subject to positive selection given that the nsSNP is. This set of SNPs were defined as follows: a SNP was included in the set if satisfied all three following conditions: (i) it was in high LD with the nsSNP (pairwise D' > 0.9) [18] ; (ii) it had a derived allele that is inphase with the derived nsSNP allele and (iii) was evolutionary younger than the nsSNP (i.e. had a derived allele frequency less than the derived nsSNP allele frequency).
A graphical way of representing these three conditions was to employ a gene or phylogenetic tree. The set defined above is equivalent to considering all those SNPs that lie on the same branch and on all branches below the nsSNP. For this purpose we implemented the package GENETREE version 9.0 [19] . Note that this program only operates under perfect phylogeny (no recombination) meaning all pairwise D' values need to equal 1. Thus we necessarily modified our data (where all D' > 0.9) by pruning those rare haplotypes that have occurred from recombination.
Prediction of functional effect of variants
For 33 CPVs, we used PolyPhen-2 [20] to estimate the probability of the mutation being damaging. (One of the initial 34 CPVs (rs20541 in IL13) was not present in the PolyPhen-2 database and therefore is not included in this analysis.) For comparison we also included the probability for the LPL S447X variant. The PolyPhen-2 database (polyphen-2.2.2-whess-2011_12.sqlite) was downloaded using sqlite3. A mean probability was calculated if a mutation had multiple probabilities due to it having different effects on multiple transcripts (splice variants) of the same gene. It is important to note here that the term "damaging" used by PolyPhen-2 is meant to reflect that the mutation affects protein structure and therefore may affect function either in a gain-or loss-of-function manner. In addition the CPVs were evaluated using the Combined Annotation-Dependent Depletion (CADD) method which objectively integrates many diverse annotations to quantify the pathogenicity of human variants [21] .
Results
Identification of two independent CPVs for AMD
We brought together eight AMD-nsSNP associations from six chromosomal loci, each of which had been validated by meta-analysis (Table 1) . By ascertaining the ancestral allele for each of these eight nsSNPs we identified that two have a derived allele that is protective; inheriting either one of these alleles reduces the risk of developing AMD. One is the rs9332739 SNP in the complement component 2 gene, C2; the derived allele of which changes its 318th amino acid from glutamic acid to aspartic acid (E318D). The other is the rs641153 SNP in the complement factor B gene, CFB; the derived, protective allele changes its 32nd amino acid from arginine to glutamine (R32Q).
It is interesting that these two nsSNP are in close physical proximity (≈10 kb apart) but are independent from one another, having low pairwise linkage disequilibrium between them (R 2 = 0.002). It is not yet known what the level of epistasis between these two variants is upon AMD risk. Assuming no epistasis such that there is no departure from independence of effect sizes, an individual homozygous with both derived alleles (318D/ 318D and 32Q/32Q) is approximately 10 times less likely to develop AMD than an individual homozygous with both ancestral alleles (318E/318E and 32R/32R). This calculation is based upon the homozygote ORs reported in the relevant meta-analysis [22] .
Although these SNPs are not in LD with each other, it is important to note that both these SNPs are in high LD with other nsSNPs in the region. Indeed E318D in C2 is in almost complete LD with another nsSNP in the locus, the L9H variant (rs4151667) in CFB (R 2 = 0.95). This is one reason why the AMD association information alone is not sufficient to conclude with certainty that these missense changes are functionally connected to AMD pathogenesis. Further evidence is required to conclude this.
AMD CPVs show stronger evidence of recent positive selection than S447X in LPL
The fact that these AMD associated variants simply exist in the human population is testament to them not having fatal consequences or adverse effects. Thus a "natural experiment" has already been performed on these variants to test for adverse effects with zero incidences reported. This increases the appeal of them as candidates for therapeutic research and applicability.
To commence the collection of evidence supporting a functional link between these two nsSNPs and AMD pathogenesis we implemented a bioinformatics approach. Specifically we assessed the extent of recent positive selection around these nsSNPs using the integrated haplotype score (iHS) [11] . If an nsSNP has a derived allele that is protective against disease then a positive selection signal is expected given an increased reproductive fitness of those individuals inheriting such an allele. We used this method to compare the evidence for positive selection of the AMD variants against that of the previously translated LPL S447X variant.
The variant R32Q in CFB presented a mean iHS of −0.72 calculated from a SNP set comprising 13 SNPs (Fig. 1a and f) . For comparison, the mean iHS pertaining to the S447X in LPL was −0.03, calculated from a set of 28 SNPs (Fig. 1d and f ) . The more negative mean iHS of R32Q in CFB suggested it has undergone more positive selection than S447X in LPL. Considering that S447X has a validated beneficial functional consequence we provisionally concluded that the CFB R32Q variant must also have a beneficial functional consequence. Inheriting the Q allele appears to have provided a selective advantage and increases an individual's reproductive fitness. Similarly we found the E318D variant in C2 also gives rise to a more negative mean iHS than S447X in LPL. The SNP set consisting of 9 SNPs (Fig. 1b) gives a mean iHS of −0.55 (Fig. 1f) . This provided support that this locus has undergone more recent positive selection than LPL S447X, implicating a potentially advantageous function with respect to an individual's fitness.
We repeated this analysis using only those individuals with European ancestry from the 1000 genomes project (n = 379). As with the results above using all individuals, both the R32Q and E318D variants gave rise to a more negative mean iHS than S447X. Here however the E318D [33] in C2 presented the highest measure of selection (mean iHS = −0.74), followed by R32Q in CFB (mean iHS = −0.33).
Identification of CPVs for other common diseases
Next we applied the same reasoning to search the entire GWAS catalog for CPVs and identified a further 32 such variants, in addition to the two associated with AMD (Table 2 and Fig. 2) . Out of the total 34 CPVs, 30 gave rise to a more negative mean iHS than LPL S447X. Four of the nsSNPs had a higher mean iHS than LPL S447X, and also had a positive iHS value suggesting that their derived alleles have been subject to negative selection. Taken together the number of CPVs with a mean iHS less than zero (k = 30) is significantly greater than expected by chance (P = 2.7 × 10
; Binomial (34, 0.5) suggesting that overall, the derived allele of a CPV is more likely to have undergone positive selection than negative selection. The nsSNP that had the most negative mean iHS was found in the interleukin 7 receptor (IL7R) gene, for which the ancestral allele codes for threonine and the derived allele codes for isoleucine (T244I). This nsSNP is associated with multiple sclerosis (with the ancestral allele more frequent in cases) and has been validated by meta-analysis [23] . The nsSNP that gave rise to the next most negative mean iHS was found in the collagen 11 alpha 1 (COL11A1) gene, associated with primary open-angle glaucoma. The ancestral allele codes for proline while the derived, protective allele codes for leucine. The third most negative was found in SLC30A8 and is associated with Type 2 diabetes. Its ancestral allele codes for arginine whereas the derived, protective allele codes for tryptophan. We repeated this analysis in the sample with European ancestry and comparable mean iHS results were observed. For each CPV, the probability of it altering protein structure was calculated using PolyPhen-2 [20] . We found that 11 of the CPVs are predicted to have a higher probability of being damaging than the LPL S447X variant (Fig. 3a) . Note that here the word "damaging" refers to altering protein stability and function. We subsequently compared these PolyPhen-2 scores to their CADD scores [21] and find significant positive correlation (r = 0.63; P = 6.2 × 10 ) between the two methods ( Fig. 3b and Additional file 2: Table S2 ).
Discussion
Naturally occurring genetic variants with protective effect against diseases represent a valuable potential resource for translational medicine. Recent advances in gene therapy have realized this by translating the protective effect of one such variant into an effective therapeutic strategy [7] . In this work we identified a total of 34 CPVs, having the potential to protect against an array of common diseases. Two of these were identified from an analysis of AMD genetic risk factors, then 32 more were identified through the GWAS catalogue. This is not an exhaustive list because it is unlikely that a recent GWAS has the power to detect all disease-associated nsSNPs, especially rare ones. In addition we only sought those nsSNPs that were directly reported in the GWAS catalogue and thus any causal nsSNP that is captured by a proxy SNP will have been also overlooked by our present method. Linkage disequilibrium incurs a further caveat to this study; for instance, it is possible that a nsSNP at a GWAS signal results in an amino acid change that has no effect on disease risk, but it is in high LD with a non-coding causal SNP elsewhere (e.g. in a regulatory region). Recent evidence does suggest however that coding variants are more likely to be causal than regulatory variants [24] . We also have to consider that there is a chance that a derived mutation may attain a high frequency due to drift, considering that the human race has undergone population bottlenecks [25] . Accordingly we labelled the variants identified in this study as candidate protective variants. In this study we limited our search to nsSNPs directly reported in the GWAS catalog, in order to maximize the likelihood of them being functional. However we note that our list is not a comprehensive catalog of all candidate protective variants; it is also possible that there are functional nsSNPs not reported in the catalog but which are in high LD with non-coding signals (lead SNPs) reported therein.
To advance from being a candidate to being confirmed as truly protective, these variants will need experimental validation based on characterisation of their mechanism of action. Also these candidate protective loci may be subjected to deeper genetic studies, sequencing larger samples of cases and controls to determine if any rare nonsense mutations are associated with the same disease. In this way one can build up an understanding of how different types of functional alterations (e.g. protein-truncation) affect disease risk. However the bioinformatics approaches similar to the one we undertook here build powerful avenues leading to discovery of protective variants for common diseases. We undertook an analysis to determine if the protective function of the derived allele has given it a selective advantage compared to the ancestral allele. We found 30 of the CSVs have a mean iHS that is more negative than the LPL S447X SNP. As the latter has already been successfully translated into gene therapy we conclude that this finding endorses these 30 variants as strong candidates for their protective role against disease. As these variants are still only candidates for being protective, collective further evidence of selection will be informative. The recently developed Singleton Density Score (SDS) [26] is able to detect selection that has occurred more recently than iHS and therefore would be valuable in Fig. 2 Integrated haplotype score distributions of the SNP sets corresponding to the 34 candidate protective nsSNPs. High LD SNP sets are computed for each candidate protective nsSNP, from which a distribution of the integrated haplotype scores is calculated and presented as boxplots. The distribution for LPL S447X is shown in green and those for the two AMD nsSNPs in magenta and cyan. The number identifying the nsSNP on the y-axis corresponds to the full description in Table 2 expanding our knowledge of the selection dynamics that have acted upon these CPV loci. Finally with respect to selection we did not find any of the CPVs in a set of 86 regions of selection previously identified in the human genome [27] . However even though our 34 CPVs do not reach genome-wide significance individually, we do find that taken together their iHS scores represent a significant departure towards positive selection (P = 2.7 × 10
−6
). The four CPVs that have a positive mean iHS indicate that they have undergone mild negative selection. Antagonistic pleiotropy could be one explanation for this; although they have a protective function with respect to the studied disease, the derived variant may increase the risk of another disease or present a selective disadvantage. Indeed the two nsSNPs in APOE (see Table 1 ) make up a set of haplotypes, of which one is known as ε4 and is well documented to be implicated in the pathogenesis of both AMD and Alzheimer's disease (AD). Whereas the ε4 allele decreases an individual's AMD risk, it increases AD risk. Thus knowledge of such antagonistic pleiotropy is very important as it represents an obstacle for therapeutic translation; whereas an intervention based on such a variant may achieve a reduction in the risk of developing one disease, it may increase the risk of another. Thus before any variant can be deemed truly protective such pleiotropic factors must be investigated, including those factors that affect selection such as how prevalent are the diseases involved and what are their ages of onset. Because the majority of the CPVs identified here are for relatively late onset diseases, which are not expected to engender strong selective pressures, the derived allele may have undergone positive selection due to providing another fitness advantage in younger individuals.
The two CPVs in CFB and C2, both protective against AMD, are of particular interest in that although they are close in physical distance (≈10kb apart) they are in linkage equilibrium with one another. If their protective effects are found to be independent (no epistasis) then an individual homozygous for the derived allele at both sites is about 10 times less likely to develop AMD than an individual homozygous for the ancestral allele at both sites. We also find these SNPs to be of interest because they show evidence of recent positive selection (Fig. 1) although the disease they protect against is a late-onset disease. We speculate therefore that these may also be protective against another disease, or offer another selective advantage. This speculation is backed by the fact that these two nsSNPs are in genes with function in the complement system, a key component of innate immunity.
Also of interest with respect to imminent translational research is the CPV identified in SLC30A8 with the derived allele predicted to be protective against Type 2 Diabetes (T2D). Recent evidence elsewhere has validated a direct functional role of this gene in T2D pathogenesis [12] . Specifically, deep sequencing of very large samples has confirmed that rare truncating, loss-of-function mutations are protective against T2D. The authors suggested the approach based on inhibiting the protein encoded by this gene as a therapeutic strategy for T2D prevention. If a protective variant is rare then it represents a particularly valuable therapeutic opportunity because a large fraction of the population is not subjected to its protective effect. Thus if Fig. 3 a Probabilities of the candidate protective variants altering their respective protein function. These probabilities are the Naïve Bayes posterior probability that the missense mutation is damaging based on the PolyPhen-2 HumDiv model. b Positive correlation between PolyPhen-2 and CADD scores translated, a rare protective variant has the potential to benefit more of the population than if the protective variant was common (assuming those already carrying the protective variant will not experience additional protection). Motivated by this, it will also be worth exploring non-coding rare protective alleles such as the two recently found to decrease AMD risk at the CFH locus (rs191281603 and rs148553336) [28] .
Bringing together the research on SLC30A8 and LPL we highlight the fact that two distinct mechanisms, based on loss-of-function and gain-of-function mutation respectively, can both generate a protective variant. Determining which mechanism gave rise to a protective variant will be consequential in choosing the type of translational approach. As suggested for SLC30A8 with respect to T2D, if loss-of-function variants are observed to be protective then a therapeutic strategy aimed at inhibiting the gene product is appropriate. On the other hand, if gain-of-function variants are observed to be protective then a gene-therapy approach is likely to be the most appropriate, as employed by the LPL S447X-based therapy. It is also conceivable to administer the gain-of-function protein to the site of pathogenesis.
Conclusions
This study presents the first systematic analysis of the human genome undertaken to identify CPVs. We identified 34 such variants; the diseases they confer protection against include, but are not limited to T2D, inflammatory bowel disease, multiple sclerosis and rheumatoid arthritis. We propose that these represent highly promising translational targets, potentially accelerating the pathways to novel therapeutic strategies (e.g. gene therapy). Importantly, as the CPVs are naturally occurring they may substantially improve the effectiveness and safety of such therapeutic strategies.
To investigate the evolutionary selection upon these variants we developed a new method based on the previously proposed integrated haplotype score (iHS). Applying this we found that 30 CPVs show evidence of stronger positive selection than the LPL S447X protective variant, which has already been translated into gene therapy. We also carried out a bioinformatics analysis to ascertain the type and size of the effect that the CPV has on protein function. We found that 11 of the 34 CPVs are predicted to have a higher probability of being damaging than the LPL S447X mutation. The next step towards translation will require molecular experimental approaches to test the predictions generated by our analyses. This knowledge will in turn inform the type of translational approach to take: either a gene therapybased approach (if protection is granted by a gain of beneficial function mutation) or molecular inhibition strategies (if protection is afforded by a loss of specific function).
